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khabaroyslcthetvkhabakovsk thetothetvThe TV studio
ofofkomsomolskkomsomolskKomsomol sk on amur the soviet
far east hashis launched the mangapmangbpmangbq
naanijaani amur people a permanent
television program broadcast in nanai
the language of the indigenous
population

ethnographer yevdokiya gaer
member of the soviet nationalities
commission for ethnic policy and in
terethnicterethnic relations is the program s
consultant

nanai by nationality gaer has a
profound knowledge of the history
customs and problems of the nanaisananais
udegeh ulchialchi and other ethnic
minorities of the amur region

she is also a spokesman for her peo-
ple she recently addressed the first
congress of peoples deputies of the
USSR and spoke of the need to solve
the problems of the northern and far
east natives immediately

the population of soviet nanaisananais is
nearing 10000 hunting and fishing
have been their main occupations from
time immemorial

the first nanai writer grigory
khodzherKhodzher whose books are known all
over the country and who was awarded
the state prize of the USSR gave a
fascinating description of the nanaisananais
life in the past and present
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the nanaisananais are accomplished
singers and dancers nanaiwomen are
famous for making fur clothes shoes
and carpets

the new television program will
reach nanai villages about 150 miles
away from the broadcasting station
and will be dubbed into russian it will
discuss the ecological problems of the
amur the peoples main artery the
preservation of the local crafts and
customs and obligatory rather than
optional teaching of the nanai
language at the local schools

the viewers will see the perfor-
mances ofnanai folk groups and listen
to nanai intellectuals

the programs arcare prepared by
members of the consultativeconstiltaiiie council
which includes experts on the history
culture crafts and ianlanguages of the in-
digenous popopulationpopulatipopulatepulatiorofesof the amur
region
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